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#1 New York Times bestselling author of American AssassinÃ¢â‚¬â€•soon to be a major motion

picture An exhilarating political thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author Vince Flynn,

praised as Ã¢â‚¬Å“the best pure adrenaline-charged action writer out there todayÃ¢â‚¬Â• (The

Providence Journal).When Washington, DCÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s National Counterterrorism Center is struck

by a series of devastating explosions, the results are catastrophicÃ¢â‚¬â€•185 killed, including

public officials and CIA employees. Such an act of extreme violence calls for extreme

measuresÃ¢â‚¬â€•and elite counterterrorism operative Mitch Rapp, joining forces with trusted team

member Mike Nash, finds himself in the frustrating position of having to illustrate the realities of

national security to government officials up in arms over the agents who rushed in to save countless

American lives. Meanwhile, with three al Qaeda terrorists still at large and Nash traumatized by the

horrors he witnessed during the attack, Rapp must help his friend while threading his way through

the naysayers on Capitol HillÃ¢â‚¬â€•and silently, swiftly, do what he must for the sake of his

country and the pursuit of honor.
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A very good book. Great plot. Unfortunately, the previous book really needs to have been read to

fully appreciate this one. Nevertheless, I did enjoy the book and will read the next one. Flynn does a

great job humanizing his characters and outing the corrupt politicians ubiquitous pursuit of power.

The main story is about a bunch of cowardly Muslims who attack innocent people to make

themselves seem righteous in their own eyes. The hero pursues them and they die. There are a lot

of side stories in this book as well and a couple of them didn't really get wrapped up very well, but

overall very good book.

Been reading the entire Mitch Rapp series. As soon as I approach the last pages of one I am

already ordering the next! This series gets better and better. (Unfortunately, author Vince Flynn, has

passed away from cancer. He was definitely taken away from us way too soon.) Therefore, I have

finished this novel and the final Flynn novel, "The Last Man". Sadly, especially after "The Last Man",

I want more of Mitch Rapp. Mr. Flynn's friend will be taking over the series and a new Mitch Rapp

novel is scheduled for September(?). I only hope that this new author can keep the series going with

the flair that Mr. Flynn had.Awesome series, great storylines, real-to-life theories, excellent

characters, believable with a dusting of fiction...

Very good writing and storyline but that's exactly what we've come to expect and receive from Vince

Flynn. He never disappoints. I got a little weary of the Nash character, though. Hopefully, we're

done with him as a major player.Though a standalone book, this is also a sequel to the previous

book. I don't care for that feature and it's the only two books in the Rapp series done that way so

rest easy - that's over now.

It should be pointed out that this book is basically a continuation of Extreme Measures. While one

could probably read most of the Rapp novels without reading the previous one, this book is an

exception. It really shouldn't be read before you read Extreme Measures.There are several other

problems with this book (this part is full of spoilers):1) This book is really slow. Splitting one book

into two makes him spend too much time on other characters. Extreme Measures was already one

of his longest books, and he basically extended the book and split it into two.2) The book is

inconsistent with earlier novels in a very important respect: one of the main story points of this was

that Nash was "exposed" as an undercover operative and could no longer work undercover. This

completely ignores the fact that Rapp was "exposed" back in the Separation of Power/Executive



Power two-parter, yet still works in the field.3) The other characters are boring. Nash is just a really

boring character, and he becomes the main character in this book.4) Another inconsistency is

actually explainable: in the prequels, Rapp worked extensively with Dr. Lewis. In these two books,

they make no mention of that relationship. The same is true with the relationship between Kennedy

and Hurley, who were very close to each other in the prequels. Of course, since the prequels were

written afterwards, it seems that Flynn just came up with these points afterward.5) The bad guys

weren't really believeable. The leader was supposed to be a great tactical mind, but he can't read a

simple map. The other main terrorist did all the logistics, but turned incredibly easily.6) The

Committee meeting was just really bad. The anti-abortion tirade was really unnecessary; the main

Senator becoming a huge proponent of the CIA because of a single attack was also less than

believable.7) An aside, even though people here are complaining that Flynn is too right-wing, it

should be pointed out that both this President (who hardly appeared in these two books) and the

previous President were both Democrats portrayed as strong on defense.8) One more editing error

that I didn't see pointed out here--in the middle of a conversation between Rapp and Nash, Rapp

refers to him as Coleman, who wasn't even there during the conversation. I don't know if that is a

Kindle specific error. I also noticed that he combined the names of the two main terrorists at least

once--although they are named Karim and Hakim, he calls Karim "Kakim" once.This book (along

with the previous) are the worst books of the entire Rapp series. I've read them all and I usually

speed through them because they are so exciting. This one just dragged. Definitely start with the

other books in the series--probably start with the prequels (American Assassin and Kill Shot) if you

haven't read any of them.

Another outstanding thriller. I think this was Flynn's final novel and it was one of his best. The book

had a believable plot and great action. Thanks Vince for the many hours of enjoyment reading your

books.

I binge read all the books over the past 3 weeks in the order they were written. Loved them.

Compelling storyline. Good descriptions that bring you right into the story. I read them on kindle. If

you are just starting out, read the 2 prequels first. The new author did just as well with the story line.

I hope more books get written.

This is a reread for me. I'm reading some books in the series before SURVIVOR comes out next

week. I think most women would love to love a man like Mitch who is the top CIA operative. He's a



man's man and a real catch for women.This novel dealt with terrorists from al-Qaeda. Three of them

manage to kill about 200 Americans. Mitch has to not only deal with terrorists and politicians, but

traitors too. Then his best friend's daughter is kidnapped by two of the terrorists and Mike Nash

wants to trade his life for his daughter's. Old Hurley is still in Mitche's life and business, even though

he is officially retired. Great read. I highly recommend everything Vince Flynn has ever written.

Really like this series. lots of action and suspense. Reading all of the series. Kyle Mills took over for

the late Vince Flynn and I just finished Survivor that he wrote and it's very good. I will keep reading

this series. Hope the series does not end.
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